Biological Sciences Safety Training: quiz(zes) and a checklist must be completed before the beginning of your duties or entering any labs

2. Teaching assistants (TAs)

   a. Safety Orientation quiz

      You must register at:

      When registering, use your UofM email address (if you do not have one, email scisafe@umanitoba.ca to request a sponsored WHMIS account).

      Betty Lerner will send an email with the instructions to complete the quiz.

   b. Site-specific Safety Training to be completed onsite with the course instructor (TAs checklist)

      Any new TA is required to complete the TA Checklist onsite with the lab instructor.

      Betty Lerner will provide the appropriate checklist once the quiz(zes) has/have been completed. You can also request a specific Safety Checklist from scisafe@umanitoba.ca

      To complete the safety training the checklist must be kept by the trainee and an electronic copy sent to both the instructor and scisafe@umanitoba.ca

For more information contact Sylvie Renault